They found a sharp transition between a freely moving phase at low vehicle density and a jamming phase at high vehicle density. The characteristics of the transition were studied by Nagatani [10] and Fukui and Ishibashi [11, 12] . Two type of jam phase was discussed by Tadaki and Kikuchi [13, 14] . The model has been extended to take into account the probability of changes in vehicle directions [15, 16] . Two-dimensional CA models of traffic flow show many physically interesting phenomena, phase transitions and self organization. Cellular automaton modeling of traffic systems, however, is a toy model. It should be clarified what features strongly depend on the model itself. Characteristic features of the BML model are, for example, deterministic dynamics, periodic boundaries, restrictions on the car destination, road arrangement without traffic queue [17] and so on. In this paper, open boundary conditions instead of periodic ones are used to investigate the emergence of traffic jam in two-dimensional CA model.
The organization of this paper is as follows:
The model is given in II. The dynamics is described with binary arrays. The outflow of cars from the system is investigated in III.
The jam-free approximation is discussed. In IV the average velocity of cars is investigated.
Section V is devoted for discussions.
II. MODEL
The model is the same as the model-I of BML except the boundary conditions. On the contrary to the original BML model, cars are injected probabilistically both the left and lower boundaries of the system and flow out deterministically from both the right and upper boundaries.
Up-directed and right-directed cars are exclusively distributed in N × N square lattice.
Each site is empty or occupied by one up-directed or right-directed car. Cars can move one step at a time if and only if the adjacent site in the destination is empty. There is a traffic light controlling the whole system as up-directed cars can move only at even time steps and right-directed cars can only at odd time steps.
The number of right-directed (up-directed) cars at a time t and a position r = (i, j)
(1 ≤ i, j ≤ N) is expressed by a binary array µ r (t) = {0, 1} (ν r (t) = {0, 1}) [16] . The bulk dynamics, namely dynamics for bulk sites (i, j) (1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 < j < N for up-directed and 1 < i < N, 1 ≤ j ≤ N for right-directed cars) can be expressed as
where x and y denote unit vectors of right and up directions respectively. The binary function σ(t) = t mod 2 represents the control by the traffic light. The condition µ r (t)ν r (t) = 0 holds because one site can not be occupied both with up and right cars simultaneously.
The first term σ(t)µ r (t) {µ r+ x (t) + ν r+ x (t)} in eq. (1) denotes that a right-directed car remains at the site r if the right adjacent site is occupied by a right-directed or up-directed car. The injection of a right-directed car from the left adjacent site is given by the second term σ(t) {1 − µ r (t)} {1 − ν r (t)} µ r− x (t). The last term {1 − σ(t)} µ r (t) shows that a rightdirected car does not move at odd time steps. The same decomposition of eq. (2) can be done for the dynamics of up-directed cars.
Cars are injected from lower and left sides of the system. If the site on the edges of the system is empty, a car is injected with a probability p. The injection of right-directed cars on the left edge r = (1, j) (1 ≤ j ≤ N) is given by replacing the injection term (second term) in eq. (1) with probabilistic injection:
where f (p) = {0, 1} is a function which returns unity with a probability p. The injection of up-directed cars on the lower edge r = (i, 1) (1 ≤ i ≤ N) is given by
Cars flow out from the upper and right edges of the system deterministically. The dynamical equations for cars on the upper and rights edge are given by deleting the first terms in eqs. (1) and (2). For sites on the right edge r = (N, j)
gives the dynamics of right-directed cars on the right edge. For sites on the upper edge
gives the dynamics of up-directed cars on the upper edge.
In the current simulations, the system has no car at the initial time t = 0. Cars are injected with eqs. (3) and (4) probabilistically and run deterministically obeying eqs. (1) and (2). If cars reach the edges of the system, they flow out by eqs. (5) 
III. OUTFLOW
The first quantity we observe is the outflow of cars from the system. By virtue of the dynamics, eqs. (5) and (6), the outflow is the number of cars appearing on the upper and right edges of the system. The average outflowp out is defined as the average number of cars appearing on the edges per site and traffic light cycle. The results of the simulation is given in Fig. 2 .
In the low injection p region, the system can be assumed to be free from traffic jam. In givesp out = 1/3, which corresponds to the maximum throughput.
In the high injection p region, the system has traffic jam clusters in the bulk area. The outflowp out is suppressed and lower than that given by the jam-free approximation discussed above.
The time dependent behavior of the outflow p out (t ′ ) (t ′ denotes the traffic light cycle and t ′ = 0, . . . , T − 1) and its power spectrum
is observed, where T is the maximum traffic light cycles obeying T = 2 τ < 100N [18] . In the high p region (Fig. 4) , the power spectrum of p out (t) shows I k ∼ k −α behavior (Fig. 5) .
This shows the existence of the self-organized jam clusters in the bulk system. In the low p region (Fig. 3) , on the other hand, p out (t ′ ) shows random fluctuation around the average and the power spectrum is beared with week flicker noise.
IV. AVERAGE VELOCITY
The average velocity of the cars is the number of cars moving during one traffic light cycle (namely two time steps). The arrays µ and ν are binary ones. Thus the average velocity, naively saying, is half of the Hamming distance between µ(t) and µ(t + 2) (ν(t) and ν(t + 2)). Caution must be payed to tread the edges of the system. For example for right-directed cars, if the left edge site is empty the site must be excluded from the calculation of the Hamming distance because of the probabilistic injection. If the right edge site is occupied by right-directed car, the site must be excluded because of the deterministic outflow. The same treatment is applied to up-directed cars. Figure 6 shows the results of the simulation.
In the low p region, the jam-free approximation gives the outflowp out as discussed in III.
There are 2p out N 2 cars in the system. By the assumption of no jam in the bulk area, cars are distributed randomly. There arep 2 out N 2 colliding pairs of cars. The number of freely moving cars will be 2p out N 2 (1 − (1/2)p out ). And the average velocity is
This estimation agrees with the results of the simulation less than the case of the outflow.
The discrepancy seems to come from the effect of collisions with more than two cars. These effects are expected to decrease faster than two-car collision in large systems. The simulation results seems to show that the jam-free approximation becomes better with increasing the system size.
At the critical injection p c ∼ 0.2, the average velocity shows a sharp phase transition with its sudden decrement by the formation of jam clusters. It increases gradually with the increment of p above p c . The behavior ofv just above p c shows strong finite size effects.
The time dependent average velocity v(t ′ ) and its power spectrum
shows the same characteristics as those of the outflow (Figs. 7 and 8) . The high p case shows the flicker noise as J k ∼ k −β with β ∼ 1.2 ( Fig. 9 ) reflecting the emergence of traffic jam.
The low p average velocity seems to have week flicker noises. This shows the temporary formations of small traffic jam. The value of the average velocity shows sharp discontinuity at p ∼ 0.2. It has finite value above the point however. An adequate order parameter is needed to strictly define the phase transition.
In Fig. 6 , the average velocity increases above the point p ∼ 0.4. As mentioned above, the maximum flow with ρ = 2/3 is formed behind jam clusters. The contribution of the maximum flow to the average velocity is expected to grow with the injection rate p. The increment of p also seems to enhance the deterministic feature of the injection process. 
